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Clinical Management of Sensorimotor Speech Disorders 2011-01-01

the definitive reference for managing sensorimotor speech disorders bringing together the expertise of leading research practitioners in the field the second edition of clinical

management of sensorimotor speech disorders is an up to date reference for the underlying theory and the basic principles of assessment and treatment this book provides a

solid foundation in the conceptual framework essential for classifying and differentiating disorders according to clinical categories it covers the theory underlying measurement

strategies including acoustic kinematic aerodynamic and electromyographic techniques and guides the reader through treatments for each disorder new in this edition is a

comprehensive section with in depth coverage of the diseases syndromes and pathologic conditions which are accompanied by sensorimotor speech disorders these chapters

provide concise descriptions of the disease and its signs and symptoms neuropathology epidemiology and etiology each chapter goes on to present the speech impairment

associated with the disorder and its signs and symptoms etiology neuropathology associated cognitive linguistic and communicative signs and symptoms special diagnostic

considerations treatment and key references features clear articulation of theoretical issues provides a strong foundation for the clinical management of the dysarthrias apraxia

and speech problems secondary to hearing loss new chapter on neurogenic fluency disorders extensive discussion of neuropathologic conditions that cause sensorimotor

speech disorders authoritative and comprehensive this expanded edition will prove to be the reference of choice for students in speech language pathology programs as well

as clinicians and researchers

Autism 2001

compiles theoretical and empirical literature on the sensory and motor deficits of autism along with treatment applications of the sensorimotor approach emphasis is placed on

considering sensorimotor differences as part of a comprehensive management plan that includes communication social cognitive and behavioral strategies reviews the

literature on the incidence and management of sensory and motor dysfunction in autism gives ideas for assessment and intervention using the sensorimotor approach and

explains contributions from neuropsychology sensory processing and attachment theory

Clinical Management of Sensorimotor Speech Disorders 1997-01

this collection of contributions on the subject of the neural mechanisms of sensorimotor control resulted from a conference held in cairns australia september 3 6 2001 while

the three of us were attending the international union of physiological sciences iups congress in st petersburg russia in 1997 we discussed the implications of the next

congress being awarded to new zealand we agreed to organise a satellite to this congress in an area of mutual interest the neuroscience of movement and sensation

australia has a long standing and enviable reputation in the field of neural mechanisms of sensorimotor control arguably this reached its peak with the award of a nobel prize
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to sir john eccles in 1963 for his work on synaptic transmission in the central nervous system since that time the subject of neuroscience has progressed considerably one

advance is the exploitation of knowledge acquired from animal experiments to studies on conscious human subjects in this development australians have achieved

international prominence particularly in the areas of kinaesthesia and movement control this bias is evident in the choice of subject matter for the conference and

subsequently this book it was also decided to assign a whole section to muscle mechanics a subject that is often left out altogether from conferences on motor control cairns

is a lovely city and september is a good time to visit it

Sensorimotor Control of Movement and Posture 2012-12-06

despite the intensive experimental and theoretical studies for over a century the general processes involved in neural control of pasture and movement in learning of motor

behaviour in healthy subjects and in adaptation in pathology were and remain a challenging problems for the scientists in the field of sensorimotor control the book is the

outcome of the advanced research workshop sensorimotor control where the focus was on the state and the perspectives of the study in the field

Sensorimotor Control 2001

the definitive reference for managing sensorimotor speech disorders bringing together the expertise of leading research practitioners in the field the second edition of clinical

management of sensorimotor speech disorders is an up to date reference for the underlying theory and the basic principles of assessment and treatment this book provides a

solid foundation in the conceptual framework essential for classifying and differentiating disorders according to clinical categories it covers the theory underlying measurement

strategies including acoustic kinematic aerodynamic and electromyographic techniques and guides the reader through treatments for each disorder new in this edition is a

comprehensive section with in depth coverage of the diseases syndromes and pathologic conditions which are accompanied by sensorimotor speech disorders these chapters

provide concise descriptions of the disease and its signs and symptoms neuropathology epidemiology and etiology each chapter goes on to present the speech impairment

associated with the disorder and its signs and symptoms etiology neuropathology associated cognitive linguistic and communicative signs and symptoms special diagnostic

considerations treatment and key references features clear articulation of theoretical issues provides a strong foundation for the clinical management of the dysarthrias apraxia

and speech problems secondary to hearing loss new chapter on neurogenic fluency disorders extensive discussion of neuropathologic conditions that cause sensorimotor

speech disorders authoritative and comprehensive this expanded edition will prove to be the reference of choice for students in speech language pathology programs as well

as clinicians and researchers
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Clinical Management of Sensorimotor Speech Disorders 2011-01-01

a comprehensive introduction for undergraduate students principals of sensorimotor control and learning presents an integrated picture of sensorimotor behaviour it provides

integrated coverage of brain and behaviour perception and action theory and experiment performance kinematics and kinetics of behaviour and outcomes

Sensorimotor Control and Learning 2012-05-13

this volume evolved from a workshop which addressed the general area of motor control and the broader problems of serial organisation and sensory motor integration of

human skills a number of specific issues are highlighted including the neural mechanisms and disabilities of sensory motor integration planning and programming of action the

dynamics of interlimb coordination amendment and updating mechanisms and in particular perception action coupling and the representation of action underlying much of the

volume are the major theoretical issues which include the debate between computational and prescriptive approaches versus the emergent properties and system dynamics

approaches the book represents a diverse approach from such disciplines as psychology electrical and mechanical engineering human movement studies physiotherapy

neurology and kinesiology

Autism 2005-01-01

information processing in motor control and learning provides the theoretical ideas and experimental findings in the field of motor behavior research the text presents a

balanced combination of theory and empirical data chapters discuss several theoretical issues surrounding skill acquisition motor programming and the nature and significance

of preparation rapid movement sequences attentional demands and sensorimotor integration in voluntary movements the book will be interesting to psychologists

neurophysiologists and graduate students in related fields

Motor Control and Sensory-Motor Integration 1995-11-02

provides a contemporary summary of the physiology and pathophysiology of the manipulative and exploratory functions of the human hand

Information Processing in Motor Control and Learning 2014-06-28

sensorimotor control and learning is a groundbreaking text that provides a uniquely integrated treatment of sensory and motor processes reflecting the latest research trends
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in both neuromotor control and the perceptual sciences richly illustrated and written in a clear and concise manner the book emphasizes the intimate links between sensory

and motor processes providing an integrated view of perception and action features of the book emphasis on the multidisciplinary nature of the subject which makes the text

useful for a wide variety of readers a rigorous and thorough account of how motor behaviors are controlled coordinated and changed numerous real world examples relating

to everyday experience the latest research in the field including a unique introductory treatment of control theory boxes highlighting and explaining more than 100 key terms

definitions and concepts throughout the text essential background material on neuroscience biomechanics and engineering making it a self contained book for students over

600 high quality illustrations by the author sensorimotor control and learning is an indispensable resource for students of kinesiology and psychology as well as students of

other disciplines such as human factors biomedical engineering physiotherapy and the neurosciences

Sensorimotor Control of Grasping 2009-06-25

motor behavior and human skill details the most recent research in motor control and human skill the book provides a forum for the analysis of the many diverse theoretical

approaches used in the understanding of motor control including the cognitive dynamical systems computational and neurological approaches

Principles Sensorimotor Ctrl Learn 2007-11-28

this volume of progress in brain research focuses on sensorimotor rehabilitation this well established international series examines major areas of basic and clinical research

within neuroscience as well as emerging subfields

Motor Behavior and Human Skill 1998

neural dynamics of adaptive sensory motor control

Sensorimotor Rehabilitation 2015-04-14

the first section deals with the common neural processes for primary and cognitive processes it examines the key neural systems and computational architectures at the

interface between cognition sensation and action
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Neural Dynamics of Adaptive Sensory-Motor Control 2011-10-10

the ability to use tools skillfully is generally regarded as one of the major achievements in the evolutionary development of the human nervous system it is possible for

controlled movements of muscles to be executed only if sensory information is integrated into complex neural circuits at various hierarchical levels the chapters in this volume

deal with basic and clinical aspects of integrative processing of sensory and motor activities new findings emphasize the important influence of somatosensory activity such as

tactile proprioceptive noxious cutaneous and articular input on motor output furthermore recordings of evoked potentials as well as unit recordings indicate that sensory and

cortical activities are highly interrelated control of muscles by motoneurons is exerted both electrically and chemically disturbed muscle motoneuron interaction is reflected in

ultrastructural motoneuron morphology and may be of importance in the pathogenesis of motoneuron disease long loop reflex testing under various pathological conditions

provides insight into disturbed sensory motor circuitry in humans electrophysiological recording as well as neurochemical and im munohistochemical studies elucidate the

neural circuitry of basal ganglia and their neural connections thus providing improved therapeutic concepts the role of the thalamus and thalamocortical connections in sensory

motor processing is of particular interest because motor disturbances such as tremor or dystonia can be effectively relieved by stereotaxic interventions at the subthalamic or

thalamic level

Sensorimotor Foundations of Higher Cognition 2008

sensorimotor focused emdr combines two hugely influential and effective therapies emdr therapy and sensorimotor psychotherapy to provide a new approach in doing so the

book supports the widely held view of psychotherapists that in trauma the primary store of neurological information is somatic rather than cognitive many therapists trained in

emdr find that additional resources are needed for patients who present with symptoms of complex trauma and dissociation this is because emdr is primarily a top down

approach based on cbt with the addition of bilateral stimulation bls in visual tactile and auditory modalities by contrast sensorimotor focused emdr takes a body based and

bottom up approach that seeks to resolve trauma by reprocessing information at multiple levels in the gut brain the heart brain and the head brain as well as in the endocrine

immune and nervous systems fully revised since the art of bart 2015 the book looks at the latest advances in neuroscience including research into the effectiveness of

psychotherapy and the mysteries of consciousness and the development of mind it also looks at the role of newly discovered organs the mesentery and the interstitium and

provides clear anatomical evidence for the communication of biophotons in energy channels known as the primo vascular system sf emdr is the only therapy that fully

integrates western theories of affective neuroscience with eastern observations on activation of chakras pranas and energies and in doing so it offers strong potential for

enhanced outcomes and optimized performance for patients
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Clinical Aspects of Sensory Motor Integration 2013-03-07

this book presents the latest theoretical developments in the area of speech motor control offering new insights by leading scientists and clinicians into speech disorders the

scope of this book is broad presenting research in the areas of modelling genetics brain imaging behavioral experimentation and clinical applications

Motor Control and Sensory-motor Integration 1993

originally edited by gregory grieve a founder of modern manual therapy the fifth edition of grieve s modern musculoskeletal physiotherapy continues to offer contemporary

evidence models of diagnosis and practice that make this one of the most highly respected reference books for physiotherapists this edition has been fully updated to provide

an overview of the latest science in a rapidly evolving field it includes detailed directions for research informed patient care for a range of musculoskeletal disorders as well as

up to date information on the global burden research methodologies measurements and principles of assessment and management a new international editorial board with

experience in both research and clinical practice bring a truly comprehensive perspective to this book meaning those practising musculoskeletal physiotherapy today will find it

highly clinically relevant to their work edited by an internationally recognised editorial board brings expertise in both research and clinical practice fully updated with the latest

published evidence clear guidance on evidence based contemporary practice management of conditions relating to both the vertebral column and peripheral joints updated

reviews on the science and practice of a wide range of treatment modalities principles of effective communication screening clinical reasoning lifestyle considerations

behavioural change and self management summary boxes and clinical tips to support clinical assessment and management more than 300 figures and illustrations global

burden of musculoskeletal disorders including history epidemiology and new models of care a range of new research methodologies including n of 1 research designs

systematic reviews and meta analyses population based cohort studies consensus research and response analyses in musculoskeletal research how to navigate the endless

wave of information and assess different levels of evidence new measures new chapter on cost analyses and value based care digital rehabilitation methods

Sensorimotor-Focused EMDR 2018-12-14

click consonants is an indispensable volume for those who want to explore cutting edge research on the linguistics of this remarkable yet oft overlooked class of consonants

Speech Motor Control 2010-02-25

adequate stroke care access not only requires the availability of comprehensive healthcare facilities but also needs affordability and knowledge of the availability of these

services presentations of stroke syndromes depend on their location size and underlying comorbidities these lesions can have clinical features of increased intracranial
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pressure focal neurological deficits or seizures generalized or partial with rapid progression this book presents high quality research work on recent advances in the

management of stroke

Grieve's Modern Musculoskeletal Physiotherapy 2024-04-02

brain based communication disorders introduces the reader to the major clinically recognized types of acquired speech language cognitive and swallowing disorders

encountered by clinicians working with child and adult neurological cases the text provides contemporary and state of the art content on these disorders in terms of their

neuropathological bases clinical symptomatology and prognosis basic anatomy and physiology of human communication and swallowing is introduced as well as the neural

mechanisms controlling speech language cognitive and swallowing functions in addition to the traditional acquired speech language disorders of the nervous system aphasia

neuromotor speech disorders content including communication impairments caused by traumatic brain injury multisystem blast injuries and degenerative disorders of the

nervous system is also provided the reader is also introduced to the principles that govern the assessment and treatment for both pediatric and adult populations

Click Consonants 2020-09-25

peripheral neuropathies represent a challenging subject for most physicians this is an up to date comprehensive and readable book on peripheral neuropathies that includes

concise information on the clinical electrophysiological pathological pathogenic and treatment aspects of the most important disorders new molecular and serologic diagnostic

tests are discussed sections are devoted to nerve and skin biopsy techniques and findings quantitative sensory and autonomic reflex tests case examples are used liberally

throughout the text the editors mendell kissel and cornblath are experienced clinicians that bring complementary knowledge to each of the subjects additional authors have

been handpicked for specific topics which add to the value of the edition

Stroke - Management Pearls 2023-11-02

with expanded and updated information including current techniques approaches and case studies the 3rd edition of this bestselling book continues its reputation as a

dependable and outstanding evidence based source on acquired motor speech disorders in adults it covers the substrates of motor speech and its disorders the disorders and

their diagnoses and management focusing on integrating what is known about the bases of motor speech disorders with the realities of clinical practice to ensure readers

have the key content they need to be effective practitioners three part organization first covers the neurologic underpinnings of speech then the various disorders resulting

from problems in the nervous system and then the basic principles and disorder specific management strategies emphasis on evidence based practice helps distill disparate

information and stresses the best practices within motor speech disorders cutting edge research ensures this book contains the most comprehensive and up to date look at
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the state of motor speech disorders case studies help clarify dense and difficult content and help hone your critical thinking skills summary tables and boxes offer easy access

to important information such as causes and characteristics to aid in differential diagnosis chapter outline and summary sections keep you focused on the most significant

information new accompanying evolve site features an interactive powerpoint presentation with more than 60 audio and video clips demonstrating various disorders new

updated content incorporates dr duffy s findings from nearly 1 000 new articles on motor speech disorders unique two color design and larger trim size help highlight key

information and allow for easier lay flat reading

Brain-Based Communication Disorders 2010-07-01

management of adults with traumatic brain injury is an up to the minute comprehensive and useful text designed to support busy physicians nurses and mental health

professionals working with persons with traumatic brain injury tbi and their families understanding and improving outcomes after tbi requires consideration of the effects of

biomechanical forces on the brain and the interactions between the injury the person experiencing it and the psychosocial context in which tbi and its consequences occur a

multidisciplinary approach to the management of persons with tbi therefore is essential accordingly this book presents and synthesizes the work of internationally recognized

brain injury clinicians scientists and educators who were selected by a team of editors with backgrounds in psychiatry neurology psychology and physiatry this broad range of

perspectives enhances understanding and provides nuanced yet practical information on the neuropsychiatric management of persons with tbi evidence informed concise and

clinically rich management of adults with traumatic brain injury will be of enormous value to health care providers grappling with the neurological and mental health

consequences of this widespread public health problem

Diagnosis and Management of Peripheral Nerve Disorders 2001-03-08

this book comprehensively examines chemotherapy induced peripheral neuropathy cipn a common dose limiting condition that negatively affects both the quality of life of

cancer patients and disease outcomes cipn remains a challenging area for both clinical care and research as there are multiple unresolved issues written by leading

international experts the book discusses the natural history of cipn the latest predictors of toxicity instruments for evaluating symptoms and prevention therapeutic strategies

as well as patients experiences of this common clinical syndrome lastly it highlights avenues for future research to enhance our understanding of cipn providing essential

information on the management of cipn and the latest research in the field this book is a valuable resource for researchers and healthcare providers working with patients with

various malignant diseases
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Motor Speech Disorders - E-Book 2012-10-01

the study of motor control is evolving into a field of natural science comparable in its rigor and exactness to established fields such as classical physics this advancement

necessitates a resource that offers more precise terminology and rigorous logics neurophysiological basis of motor control third edition rises to the challenge by building on its

foundation with thoroughly updated information expanded content and an organizational overhaul by emphasizing the neurophysiological mechanisms involved in the

processes of generating voluntary movements the text offers a distinct understanding of how the brain generates control signals and how the body executes them author mark

latash phd founding editor of the journal motor control and past president of the international society of motor control ismc combines his expertise with the experience of new

coauthor tarkeshwar singh phd director of the sensorimotor neuroscience and learning laboratory at penn state university in the third edition of this book previously titled

neurophysiological basis of movement the authors present the following new chapters on motor learning and sensorimotor integration expanded sections dedicated to the role

of different sensory modalities in motor control kinesthetic perception and action perception interactions an exploration of the basis of neuroanatomy aging and development

motor disorders and basic concepts such as coordination reflexes voluntary movement sensation and perception supported with hundreds of illustrations and chapter

introductions that provide smooth transitions from one topic to the next the third edition also incorporates thought provoking problems that encourage students to think critically

and become aware of the types of motor control issues that have yet to be studied or solved at the end of each section additional problems are offered in short essay and

multiple choice formats as a means of self testing other supplemental learning aids include chapter summaries as well as key terms and topics neurophysiological basis of

motor control third edition deepens students knowledge of the link between the brain and movement with basic facts about neural motor control neuroanatomy and movement

disorders the text will help usher in a new era in the study of motor control promoting independent thinking and sharing thought provoking ideas on current theories of motor

control and coordination

Management of Adults with Traumatic Brain Injury 2013

osteoarthritis is a chronic disease prevalent among the elderly its most prominent feature is the progressive destruction of articular cartilage which results in impaired joint

motion severe pain and ultimately disability its prevalence and its impact on daily life pose a significant public health problem today a cure for osteoarthritis remains elusive

and the management of the disease is largely palliative focusing on the alleviation of symptoms current recommendations include a combination of pharmacological and non

pharmacological treatments the term non pharmacological includes physical therapy and rehabilitation but also nutraceuticals all guidelines on osteoarthritis management

highlight the importance of weight loss and physical activity to improve the functional status of patients a number of alternative therapies are also commonly suggested by

physicians and physiotherapists in their daily practice the efficacy of these therapies is not evidenced by strong clinical trials this category includes education information

electrotherapy ultrasound electromagnetic field spa hydrotherapy acupuncture etc non pharmacological therapies in the management of osteoarthritis reviews the clinical
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relevance of these therapies and the difficulties in conducting high quality trials assessing their efficacy this e book presents supportive scientific evidence for their efficacy

and explains the mechanism of action of nutraceuticals targeting osteoarthritis it also includes many example of exercises mobilization and manipulation techniques directly

useful for medical professionals

Diagnosis, Management and Emerging Strategies for Chemotherapy-Induced Neuropathy 2021-10-07

three new chapters broaden your understanding of stroke intervention in the areas of using technology to improve limb function managing speech and language deficits after

stroke and parenting after stroke learning activities and interactive references on a companion evolve resources website help you review textbook content and locate

additional information

Neurophysiological Basis of Motor Control 2023-02-28

this book explores the role of art and spiritual practices in management education it takes recent developments in cognitive science relating to the metaphorical and embodied

nature of cognition as its starting point introducing the concept of sensory templates springborg demonstrates how managers unconsciously understand organizational

situations and actions as analogous to concrete sensorimotor experiences such as pushing pulling balancing lifting moving with friction connecting and moving various

substances real life management and leadership case studies illustrate how changing the sensory templates one uses to understand a particular situation can increase

managerial efficiency and bring simple solutions to problems that have troubled managers for years sensory templates and manager cognition will be of interest to scholars

and students of managerial cognition leadership and neuroscience as well as practising managers and management educators

Non Pharmacological Therapies in the Management of Osteoarthritis 2012-03-31

this authoritative study synthesizes physiology neuroanatomy kinesiology and psychology in a thorough introduction to motor control readers will learn how the nervous

system processes information how the brain learns from previous experience and self adjusts and how behavioral intent is fitted into the circumstances of the moment

throughout the book the author considers questions of adaptation motor learning and guidance by the limbic system superbly illustrated and highlighted by many clinical

examples this volume is a clear up to date account of motor control for students and professionals in the neurosciences physical and occupational therapy rehabilitation

medicine and kinesiology
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Interaction of Autogenic and Nonautogenic Sensorimotor Mechanisms in the Control of Multiarticulate Hand

Movements 1984

long recognized as an essential reference for therapists and surgeons treating the hand and the upper extremity rehabilitation of the hand and upper extremity helps you

return your patients to optimal function of the hand wrist elbow arm and shoulder leading hand surgeons and hand therapists detail the pathophysiology diagnosis and

management of virtually any disorder you re likely to see with a focus on evidence based and efficient patient care extensively referenced and abundantly illustrated the 7th

edition of this reference is a must read for surgeons interested in the upper extremity hand therapists from physical therapy or occupational therapy backgrounds anyone

preparing for the cht examination and all hand therapy clinics offers comprehensive coverage of all aspects of hand and upper extremity disorders forming a complete picture

for all members of the hand team surgeons and therapists alike provides multidisciplinary global guidance from a who s who list of hand surgery and hand therapy editors and

contributors includes many features new to this edition considerations for pediatric therapy a surgical management focus on the most commonly used techniques new timing

of therapeutic interventions relative to healing characteristics and in print references wherever possible features more than a dozen new chapters covering platelet rich protein

injections restoration of function after adult brachial plexus injury acute management of upper extremity amputation medical management for pain proprioception in hand

rehabilitation graded motor imagery and more provides access to an extensive video library that covers common nerve injuries hand and upper extremity transplantation

surgical and therapy management and much more helps you keep up with the latest advances in arthroscopy imaging vascular disorders tendon transfers fingertip injuries

mobilization techniques traumatic brachial plexus injuries and pain management all clearly depicted with full color illustrations and photographs

Stroke Rehabilitation - E-Book 2010-10-25

a foundation book on sports injury management with application to musculoskeletal injuries representing primary clinical concerns for clinicians dealing with sports injuries it

focuses on planning a sequential treatment program for soft tissue injuries and fractures

Personalized medicine and infectious disease management 2023-06-14

diabetes management in primary care 2nd edition serves as an evidence based guide for primary care physicians residents and medical students in managing patients with

diabetes this text covers all aspects of outpatient care for adults and adolescents with diabetes you ll find comprehensive coverage of the latest therapeutic behavioral and

surgical options to successfully manage diabetic patients within the primary care setting diabetes management in primary care is based upon patient centered strategies and

customized care whether the patient has prediabetes or advanced long term complications such as retinopathy or chronic kidney disease providers of all specialties and all
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levels of care will gain insight into safe effective and rationale intensification of one s care complex co existing disorders such as cancer severe clinical obesity polycystic

ovary syndrome severe insulin resistance hypoglycemia awareness autonomic failure steroid induced hyperglycemia and sleep disorders are discussed in vibrant detail

diabetes management in primary care is the first medical text book to address many of the topics listed below one of the most anticipated chapters discusses the importance

of incorporating cultural diversity into one s treatment plan new to this edition access to the companion website that includes the fully searchable text for quick reference ada

idf screening algorithms included to allow for faster determinations discussion of new agents for type ii diabetes to keep you updated on the most recent therapies available

including new long acting basal insulin and incretin mimetics and drugs in the r and d pipeline questions that patients want answered including when will diabetes be cured

examination of the relationship between obesity sleep disorder and diabetes detailed discussion of the relationship between cancer and diabetes the importance of becoming

a culturally diverse clinician the politics of diabetes management in the us updated guidelines for the diagnosis and management of polycystic ovary syndrome useful forms to

streamline and document practice including patient history physical exam complication surveillance laboratory tests and diabetes patient education

Sensory Templates and Manager Cognition 2018-03-29

provides clinically relevant information for clinicians and students addresses theory assessment procedures treatment and management issues in swallowing and feeding

stuttering augmentative and alternative communication methods and functional treatment outcomes extensive references

The Neural Basis of Motor Control 1986

Neural Dynamics of Adaptive Sensory-Motor Control 1989-12-01

Rehabilitation of the Hand and Upper Extremity, E-Book 2020-01-14

Musculoskeletal Trauma 2002
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Diabetes Management in Primary Care 2012-12-10

Clinical Management of Motor Speech Disorders in Children 1999
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